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Abstract - This paper mainly aims at developing an authentication scheme for digital images. The LSB scheme is chosen
base for our proposed work. Through literature survey it is found that conventional LSB scheme provides low embedding rat
low distortion and is irreversible. Because of its irreversibility, the conventional LSB scheme cannot be used for critic
applications where reversibility is mandatory. Through this literature survey, we learnt that this conventional LSB scheme us
only one bit in every pixel for embedding. Our proposed scheme presents a modified LSB embedding strategy that satisfies th
reversibility and improves the embedding rate by using two bits in every pixel for embedding.
Key words: LSB, reversibility, watermarking, authentication, selection strategy, secret data, PSNR

Digital

I.INTRODUCTION
[1] is a method of embedding useful information into
a digital work (especially, thus, audio, image, or
video) for the purpose of copy control, content
authentication, broadcast monitoring, etc. The
distortion introduced by embedding the watermark is
often constrained so that the host and the
watermarked work are perceptually equivalent.
However, in some applications, especially in the
medical, military, and legal domains, even the
imperceptible distortion introduced in the
watermarking process is unacceptable. This has led
to an interest in reversible watermarking [2]-[6],
where the embedding is done in such a way that the
information content of the host is preserved.

watermarking

Figure 1 An example of 1 bit LSB.

This enables the decoder to not only extract the
watermark, but also perfectly reconstruct the original
host signal from the watermarked work.

III. MODIFIED LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT
A. Reversibility

II. TRADITIONAL LEAST SIGNIFICANT
BIT
The least significant bit (LSB) technique is used to
embed information in a cover image. The LSB
technique is that inside of a cover image, pixels are
changed by bits of the secret message. These changes
cannot be perceived by the human visibility system.
However, a passive attacker can easily extract the
changed bits, since it has performed very simple
operation.
For example, Figure 1 shows the 1-bit LSB. In
Figure 1, LSB can store 1-bit in each pixel. If the cover
image size is 256 x 256 pixel image, it can thus store a
total amount of 65,536 bits or 8,192 bytes of embedded
data.

After the secret data gets embedded or hidden in
the cover image, the original cover image will get
modification to some extent with respect to the length
of the secret data. At the receiving end we are not able
to get back the original cover image since our
traditional LSB is not providing reversibility.
Reversible feature is a process of getting back the cover
image from the watermarked or embedded image at the
extraction phase. After getting the watermarked image,
we need to create a matrix initialized with zeros, whose
dimension is equal to the watermarked image. By XORing each and every pixel of both the original and
watermarked image, the result will be stored in the
corresponding positions in the newly created matrix.
This matrix will also be sent to the extraction phase
along with the watermarked image. During extraction
the value of the newly created matrix will be checked. If
it is 1, then watermarked image’s s LSB of each pixel
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must be chhanged, else viice versa. Finaally we could get
back the orriginal cover im
mage.
B. Boostiing the capaciity of the scheme
Most of researcherss have propossed the first LSB
m is
scheme buut our proposed watermarkking algorithm
using the third
t
and fourthh LSB for hidding the data. Our
O
algorithm can store 2-bits in each pixxel. If the covver
p
image, it
i can thus storre a
image sizee is 256 x 256 pixels
total amou
unt of 1, 31,0
072 bits secreet data which is
double thee number of bits
b stored by traditional LS
SB.
First, we seelect the imagee as shown in figure 2 and thhen
we will connvert the data to binary valuee as shown in tthe
figure 3. Then,
T
we hide the
t data in thee image using tthe
proposed algorithm.
a
Then, we will get the watermarkked
image as shown
s
in the figure
fi
4. Then, the receiver will
w
retrieve thhe data back from waterm
marked image by
extraction.

C. Seleection Strategyy
Afteer the modificcation done onn the traditionnal
LSB, we
w could realize the changes in the pixxel
values in
i the cover image and thhe watermarkeed
image by
b comparing the
t figure 5 and
a figure 6 annd
that mayy reduce impeerceptibility. If all the altereed
pixels are
a clustered iin a location, it may lead to
robustneess but in our paper we are providinng
fragility. To solve thee above two problems
p
we are
a
implemeenting selectioon strategy. For
F that we are
a
randomlly selecting thee pixels and after
a
that we are
a
embeddiing the secret data in the co
over image. Our
modified
d
algorithm
m
failed
in
providinng
impercep
ptibility, it is shown in the figure 5. Since
reversibiility is impleemented we could get thhe
extractedd image whichh same as thatt of cover imagge
as shownn in the figure 6.
Afteer applying selection strrategy in our
o
modified
d algorithm im
mperceptibility is also achieveed
as shownn in the figure 7.

Figure 2 An examp
ple for cover imag
ge matrix.

Figure 5 Watermarked image after applyying LSB34_rev.

gure 3 An examplle for secret data matrix
Fig

mage after applyin
ng LSB34_rev.
Figurre 6 Extracted im

Figgure 4 An examp
ple for watermark
ked image.

To impleement reversibility in our
o
proposed
algorithm, we can simp
ply create twoo matrices, to
record thee modification
ns made in thhe 3rd and 4th
LSBs of the
t cover imaage. As previoously said we
need to sennd these matricces to the extraaction phase to
get back thhe original coveer image.

Figuree 7 Watermarked
d image after LSB
B34_REV_SEL.
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IV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

SIZE OF
IMPERCEPTIBILITY REVERSIBILITY
WATERMARK
(PSNR values)
(PSNR values)

A. Imperceptibility and Reversibility
The PSNR value was used to evaluate the quality of
the watermarked images. It is most easily defined via
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) which is for two M x N
images I and K where one of the images is considered
as a noisy approximation of the other. MSE is defined
as the following equation (2) and the PSNR is defined
in equation (1).

50
100
500
1000
2000
10000
100000

73.1359
70.2103
63.2421
60.2253
57.2827
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

100
100
100
100
100
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Since the original image and the extracted
image are same the PSNR value is 100. Hence the
reversibility is now achieved. After boosting up the
capacity of the scheme, we got the Table 3 and Table
4 as follows.
(1)

By comparing Table 2 and Table 4, we could
say that our scheme has boosted the capacity of
traditional LSB.
SCHEME NAME: LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT34

(2)
where I is the original image and K is the
watermarked image. Based on equations (1) and (2), we
calculate the PSNR for our proposed algorithm to see
the quality of the watermarked images.
SCHEME NAME: LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT
TYPE: PNG File
Table 1 A sample table for LSB algorithm analysis.
SIZE OF
IMPERCEPTIBILITY REVERSIBILITY
WATERMARK
(PSNR values)
(PSNR values)

50
100
500
1000
2000
10000
100000

78.2565
74.8137
68.0870
64.9475
62.0506
55.0951
Not Applicable

78.2565
74.8137
68.0870
64.9475
62.0506
55.0951
Not Applicable

The above Table 1 is to show the result of the PSNR for
two combinations,

TYPE: PNG File, Table 3 A sample table for
LSB34.
SIZE OF
IMPERCEPTIBILITY REVERSIBILITY
WATERMARK
(PSNR values)
(PSNR values)

50
100
500
1000
2000
10000
100000

61.6457
57.9029
50.7422
47.7507
45.1578
38.0822
Not Applicable

61.6457
57.9029
50.7422
47.7507
45.1578
38.0822
Not Applicable

SCHEME NAME: LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT34
WITH REVERSIBILITY
TYPE: TIF File

Table 4 A sample table for LSB34 with reversibility.
SIZE OF
WATERMARK

IMPERCEPTIBILITY
(PSNR values)

REVERSIBILITY
(PSNR values)

50

56.6351

100

100

53.5651

100

2) Original image and extracted image (reversibility)

500

46.6396

100

Since the PSNR value for both above mentioned
combination of input are same, it is understood that
embedded and extracted images are also same and
the reversibility is not achieved. After applying
reversibility we could get the Table 2 as follows,

1000

43.8361

100

1) Original
image
(imperceptibility)

and

embedded

image

SCHEME NAME: LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT
WITH REVERSIBILITY

2000

40.7374

100

10000

33.9417

100

100000

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Higher the PSNR values better the quality of the
image. Since we embedded the secret data in 3rd and
4th LSB bits of each pixel, we got some changes with
the value of the pixels. Because of this, our

TYPE: TIF File
Table 2 A sample table for LSB with reversibility.
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algorithm’s imperceptibility went down as shown in
the Figure 8.

FRAGILITY FOR 4000 BITS SECRET DATA
ATTACKED SECRET DATA in %

By consolidating all the values from 20 tables
(i.e. 10 images*2 shemes) we got the following
graph for representing imperceptibility.

PSNR VALUE

IMPERCEPTIBILITY
80
60
40
20

LSB

0

LSB34

30
25
20
15
LSB34

10

LSB

5
0
5 152535455565758595
ATTACK in %
Figure 9 Fragility Analysis.

SIZE OF SECRET DATA IN CHARACTERS

V. CONCLUSIONS
Thus the result of our quantitative analysis helps us
to prove that our proposed algorithm will boost the
capacity of the scheme and provide reversibility,
fragility for the transmitting secret data.

Figure 8 Imperceptibility Analysis.

Since imperceptibility is very important feature in
information hiding, we overcame this problem by
implementing the pixel selection strategy.
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